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In prayer, contemplate the world and its most profound needs; contemplate souls and their deepest
abysses; contemplate your own consciousness and observe yourself, being aware of what is in you
that is to be transformed and all that you have already been able to offer God.

And after all this, child, go further. Let your heart transcend the limits of form, and through the
Universal Laws, cross the portals toward the Heart of God.

There is a Primary Law which manifested life in matter and which governs existence, being above
all the rest, when consciousnesses are protected from their actions, and this, child, is the Law of
Love.

The Law of Love is a Law that you must begin to know, not just in theory, but deeply, because it is
this Law that allows you to be alive. It is the Law that grants the planet the gift of life, in spite of
life itself having been transgressed so many times.

When not even Mercy is capable of transforming situations, there is only one energy that can go
beyond, one single principle, one single Law, which is Love. Love is still a vibration unknown to
beings from the Earth, even though it is the foundation of their existence, even though it is the latent
pulsation in its essence like a potential to be renewed and multiplied by human experiences.

 Love is still unknown to humanity, but the time has come to love, the time has come when only this
Law will be able to safeguard creatures.

Only this Law will bring solutions to the impossible challenges, for the unthinkable tests. Only this
Law will intercede for the most sinful souls.

Only this Divine Principle, alive in beings, will allow them to see with the Eyes of God and find the
essence of the being behind a consciousness that seems to be immersed in evil and aloneness.

Mercy is an expression of Love. A being will not know how to be purely merciful if they have not
allowed an expansion of love within themselves. They will be able to be just, compassionate and
real, but to go further in this time of chaos, child, only one Law in all of Creation will allow you to
do that, and it is the Law of Love.

The Law of Love will bring you closer to God, will merge you with His Divine Purpose, will grant
you spiritual wisdom.

The Law of Love will open your consciousness for the expression of the Holy Spirit and will allow
your human feelings to be sublimated into Divine Feelings of a higher emotional body, which is
united with Cosmic Rays rather than only with Planetary Rays.

This body will be capable of expressing mercy, as a pure emanation of your sincere emotions,
because your consciousness will not be governed by terrestrial principles, but rather by Divine
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Laws.

When the Law of Love governs a consciousness, all the other Higher Laws that came after it will
also gain space to express themselves. And in this way, what are called miracles occur, because the
Laws flow through the consciousness that is capable of loving. Your spirit unites with the Spirit of
the Creator and becomes co-creator with the Father to manifest His Principles and His Will in
material life.

How is one, then, to live under this Law, child?

On entering into prayer, contemplate the world and its most profound needs, contemplate souls and
their deepest abysses. But do not remain there; go further. Do not remain in what is chaos and pain,
misery and abysses; go further, searching within yourself for what motivates the Creator to support
life, and one day, through your sincere search, you will find that Gift, the expression of that Law,
because it silently dwells within you. You will then learn to love and to renew Love.

You have My blessing for this.

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


